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APPLICATION PROCESING SOLUTION

GDS MODELLICA’s DataView360® CaseCenter framework provides 

fully customizable and templated application processing solutions that 

deliver the functionality required to meet your organization’s unique 

customer acquisition needs. Designed to support consumer and 

commercial lending, GDS MODELLICA’s solution supports 

customizable and dynamic user integration, external data source calls, 

exception handling tasks, manual review queuing and advanced 

underwriting functions.

The solution supports application processing for multiple product 

offerings within multiple departments, with the ability to assign unique 

roles, responsibilities and lending limits. The solution is offered either as 

an on-demand web-based system incorporating Software as a Service 

(SaaS) best practices or as a software license.

GDS MODELLICA’s solution can process,  store and manipulate all 

data required for customer on-boarding, supporting data archival, 

compliance, reporting and analytical requirements. 

The solution supports all the management functions required to 

operate within an effective risk management environment, while 

allowing the creation and on- going maintenance of scorecards, decision 

criteria, products and pricing tiers.

The solution is extremely cost-effective. Its flexible parameter-based 

design supports an organization’s requirements to bring their credit 

products to market quickly. GDS MODELLICA can either host the 

solution at our tier-one SAS70 and PCI Level hosted site or it may be 

installed locally within your own environment.
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Typical Features of the Application Processing Solutions Include:

Application Processing for consumer and commercial lending,

allowing multiple applicants, products and collateral on a single

application

Dynamic, customizable user interfaces that allow efficient data

capture and data display for quick, accurate analysis and decision

making

Ability to implement custom scorecard models and risk strategies

within GDS MODELLICA’s proprietary Decision Studio software

Identify cross-sell opportunities, alongside the ability to test new

strategies using Champion-Challenger functionality to compare

results within existing strategies

Connectivity to a host of databases held both locally and remotely

for secure storage and the querying of existing data

Interface to third party systems, including servicing and document

systems

Support faxing and emailing notifications and settlement service

requests

Manage security and access rights to the user interfaces, based on

using roles, groups and user profiles

Audit trail for internal and external regulatory requirements

Expert consultants from the highly experienced GDS MODELLICA

team ensure solutions are designed efficiently and effectively for long-

term customer satisfaction
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